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Introduction 
 
As a prospective Aged Care Service customer it is important that you 
should have a clear understanding of your rights and responsibilities. 
 
This information folder is part of your “Application for Residency”  
 

UPA 
 
The United Protestant Association of NSW LTD (UPA) is a  
Charitable Christian Organisation (Non Denominational) committed to: 
 
 providing appropriate facilities to accommodate older people 
 promoting a Christian environment within these facilities 
 promoting dignity, purpose and meaning in the lives of  people by 

encouraging decision-making, independence and self-esteem 
 providing facilities that complement those existing elsewhere in the 

community 
 
The UPA Aged Care Facilities are funded, in part, by the 
Commonwealth Government. As a condition of subsidy the  
Government requires facility operators to comply with conditions 
determined by the Australian Government Department of Social         
Services under the Aged Care Act 1997. 
 
The conditions detailed as follows comply with the Government’s 
requirements. Should you proceed with your application, you will be 
required to enter into a formal agreement which embodies the conditions. 
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Manager’s Message 
 
Moving into an Aged Care Facility is one of the most important decisions you will make at 
this time of your life. With the assistance of the UPA and your family and friends it can be a 
rewarding move. 
 
Residing in a UPA facility enables you to live a productive lifestyle with the provision of care 
and assistance close at hand. UPA Central West Region encompasses the Orange and 
Molong Districts providing a variety of accommodation styles and care options to suit your 
individual needs. 
 
This handbook is designed to provide you with information on the UPA Central West Region  
Aged Care Services, how they operate and the activities and services available. 
 
We ask that you read the handbook and discuss your options with your family and friends .  
 
Janelle Waters 
Regional Manager 

 
The Residential Aged Care Service  

 
Companionship, privacy and assistance are three of the key elements  
contributing to UPA’s excellence in Christian Quality Care. Within the aged care service you 
will find companionship with people of similar age and interests and a myriad of activities, 
concerts and excursions to keep your days as full as you choose. When you need a quieter 
moment, a private room, furnished with some personal belongings, provides a safe, 
familiar haven. 
 

The Mission of UPA 
 
Our mission is to offer care of the highest possible standard consistent with the Christian 
commitment of UPA and the expectations of society. 
 

Our Values 
 

Compassion       Respect       Integrity       Kindness 
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Moving In - What Does It Mean For You? 
 
Moving into an Aged Care Service does not mean losing your independence, contact with 
family  friends and Community nor the ability to be involved in clubs and activities. It does 
mean moving into a new home where you will find companionship with people of similar 
interests. It means not having to be overwhelmed with the gardening and cleaning and 
having assistance on hand to achieve daily tasks, if you require it. 
 
Moving into a UPA Service offers a solution to these pressing needs and can be the most 
appropriate answer to ageing with dignity and value. 
 
The UPA Central West Region provides residential aged care which incorporates dementia 
specific care in both Orange and Molong 
 
 

Community Involvement  
 
UPA encourages the ongoing involvement of family and carers after admission.  
(Refer to Carers Handbook for more information). 
 

Moving In - What Does It Mean For Your Relatives? 
 
Your move into an Aged Care Service can be a traumatic time for your family.  
For many relatives they have been your primary carers and must now re-evaluate their role 
in your on-going care. Some believe your move into a Residential Aged Care Facility absolves 
them from future involvements or limits their ability to assist.  
Neither is the case as the UPA strongly believes in and expects regular, constant family 
involvement. 
 
There are a number of practical things your relatives can accomplish such as maintaining and 
mending your clothes, organising any regular medical appointments and providing or 
organising transport to these appointments. 
 
Relatives also provide essential emotional support ensuring you remain part of the family by 
bringing you up to date on everyone’s activities. They can also organise trips away, even if for 
only a couple of hours for a cup of tea, or stroll through the facility grounds and nearby 
areas. When leaving the facility for any reason Residents must sign themselves in and out in 
the book at Reception. 
 
Nominated relatives will be involved in Case Conferencing (reviewing your care). 
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Admission 
You should note that current Commonwealth Government guidelines require us to admit 
residents on a “needs basis”, so a place at any Aged Care Service cannot be guaranteed. 
 
a. Only those persons who are assessed by an Aged Care Assessment Team (ACAT) are    

eligible for residency in a Government subsidised Aged Care Service. Contact the ACAT 
Team through the “My Aged Care” website or phone 1800 94 24 33. 

        The following criteria has been determined by the Government: 
(i) The person has physical, mental, social or psychological needs that require the 

provision of care and; 
(ii) The needs cannot be met more appropriately through non-residential care services; 

and;  
(iii) The person meets any other relevant eligibility criteria, for  example basic care 

needs included in the resident classification scale.  
b. Aged Care Assessment authority approved by the Commonwealth Government in       

respect of Ascott Gardens is the Orange Extended Care Service. 
 

Medical 
 
Before moving in you are required to provide details of any medical conditions or 
medications being taken. The appropriate form is available from the Regional Manager    
and/or Retirement Village and Accommodation Manager and is confidential. 
 
We encourage you to be a financial member of a private medical fund. 
 
It is essential that all customers have their own local GP. Should you be transferring from 
another town, your family or the Care Manager will assist you in locating a local GP.  
UPA Policy is that staff will manage medication using the Webster Pak system  provided by 
the Services contracted Pharmacy. The contracted  pharmacy is Peter Smith Chemmart,     
telephone 6362 4029. 

 
Right to Withdraw 

 
If within fourteen (14) days after the exchange of Resident’s Agreement and before taking 
up residence in the facility you decide not to proceed with this transaction you may cancel 
the effect of the Agreement by giving notice in writing to the UPA.  
Upon receipt of such notice the Agreement shall be deemed never to have been executed 
by you and the deposit and all other moneys paid by you shall be refunded to you in 
accordance with the provisions of the Schedule to the Agreement.  (See page 5 of the  
Agreement.) 
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Resident Rooms 
 
Facilities provide each resident with their own private room and ensuite (except in some  
special care units) plus wardrobe space, dressing  table, bed and bedside table. Respite is 
available for people needing short-term care (up to 63 days per financial year). Residents 
are able to enjoy an open outlook over landscaped gardens. 
 
Electrical Appliances 
 
All electrical appliances must be approved by the Care Manager or the Accommodation 
Manager. 
It is your responsibility, prior to admission, to have your appliances tagged by a qualified 
electrician. If you request UPA to arrange tagging on your admission there will be a fee for 
this service. 
For your safety, if you request permission to have a kettle / jug, it must have a safety cut 
out switch and undergo a Safety Assessment for the use of this appliance. You will be  
provided with a list.  
No double adaptors are to be used, residents must only use the power boards with safety 
cut out switches fitted. As a safety measure, UPA will arrange for all electrical items to be 
checked every year by a licensed electrician. 
The building is heated and air conditioned therefore portable heaters, fans or water   
coolers are not  allowed. 
 
Please Do Not Bring: 
 Electric Blankets. Woollen underlays are preferred. 
 Only lifter electric chairs are permitted —heating and / or vibrating type are not allowed 
 No irons are permitted (See Laundry Section, Page 7)  
 Standard lamps are not permitted in the facility except  
for assisting device lamps obtained from Vision Australia. 
 Floor mats 
 Bed Linen / Blankets 
 Bed 
 Dressing Table / bedside cupboard 
 Wardrobe or large furniture 
 Pot Plants 
 TV 
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What to Bring: 
 
To ensure your room is your home you may bring some personal items (excluding      
wardrobes, dressing tables, bed, all of which are provided) 
 Favourite paintings and / or family photos etc. These are to be hung on the picture rail 

provided, as hooks are not allowed to be placed on walls 
 Pillows 
 Armchair / Recliner 

 
Transport 
Orange Taxis are readily available for residents and visitors convenience; phone 131 008.  
UPA is not able to provide transport to appointments however, Orange Community 
Transport is available by phoning 6362 6554 for bookings and enquiries. 
A UPA bus is used for resident organised outings as arranged by the Activities Officer. 
 

Library Services 

Residents are able to borrow books from the Ascott Gardens library. The Orange Regional 
Library can be contacted on 6361 5120. 
 

Money & Valuables 

UPA can arrange a direct debit service, using money from your account, to pay some     
expenses on your behalf e.g. podiatrist, hairdresser etc. Details are available from the UPA 
Office.   

Any personal items of value should be securely stored in your room in the locked drawers 
provided and your room door locked whenever you are not there. 

UPA takes no responsibility for any  personal items brought to the facility by residents. 
 

Keys 

If keys are lost, residents will be required to pay the replacement cost. 
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Visitors 

Ascott Gardens  is your home and as such relatives and friends may visit at any               
reasonable hour as long as they respect the rights of other residents and visitors to the 
quiet enjoyment of the  facility.  

All visitors are required to sign the visitors book when entering and leaving the facility. If 
you wish,  visitors are welcome to join you for morning or afternoon tea, however if a   
visitor wishes to join you for a meal, sufficient notice is required, as  spaces are limited.  

A small charge will be made for visitors’ meals. 

 

Please refrain from visiting if you are unwell 

 

Visitors’ Car Parking 

There is a parking bay at the front entrance of Ascott Gardens, this is for the convenience 
of collecting or returning residents to the facility. Visitor's car parking is available in the 
Spring Street main entrance car park. 

 

Telephones 

In rooms that have a private line, residents are responsible for the installation of a phone 

and payment for all bills. A blue payphone is available for use in the Library area. 

Mail  
Mail is delivered daily around lunchtime. Outgoing mail is cleared Monday to Friday from 
the mail box in the entrance foyer.  
Please notify the Post Office of your new address: Ascott Gardens, 83 Spring Street NSW  
2800. 
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Activities 
 

Activities include: bus outings, daily regular exercises, Church Services as arranged, bowls, 
sing-alongs, cards, craft, Café day, visiting groups, musical  entertainment, bingo, special 
morning teas, pain relief clinics and much more. 
 

Hairdresser / Beautician 
A hairdresser and a beautician visit regularly. Residents can make appointments through 
the Activities Officer. The cost of cuts and treatments must be met by the resident at the 
time of the visit.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Professional Services 
UPA will facilitate access to professional services as required.  
 

Podiatry 
A podiatrist is available on a regular basis for appointments and you need to check with  
reception as to when the visits are made. The cost of treatments (unless High Care or 
DVA) must be met by the resident. 
 

Motorised Scooters 
A copy of the protocol relating to use of motorised      
scooters is included in the Residency Kit. Scooters are 
not appropriate for use within the building and must 
be stored in the external covered parking bays          
provided. 
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Laundry 
Facility staff will wash residents’ personal clothing which must be machine washable. Staff 
will collect all soiled items for washing. All woollen and hand washable items are the      
responsibility of the family. All required ironing will be attended to by staff. (Residents are 
not allowed to use irons in our facilities.) Please mark all clothing with the resident name 
and room number. Personal washing in residents’ rooms is not allowed. 
 
Dry Cleaning 
Residents need to arrange dry cleaning of clothing themselves and cover the cost. 
 
Room Fridges 
Families are to check resident’s room fridges regularly for out of date food. Care staff also 
conduct monthly food audits. Please note the fridge width must not exceed 600mm. 
 

Newspapers 

The local newspaper is delivered daily to Ascott Gardens for general use. Newspapers and 
magazines can delivered daily on request to individual residents  and they are responsible 
for their own account. 

 

Pets 

Unfortunately no pets are allowed.  However, arrangements for visiting pets can  be      
discussed with the Care Manager. 

 

Smoking  

UPA provides a smoke-free environment for residents and staff and smoking is not 
allowed in the building or on any UPA property. 

 

Shopping 
Small neighbourhood shops are situated within walking distance of the facility. Residents 
are encouraged to involve relatives or friends to help them with shopping. 

 
Food 
Cooking of any type cannot be permitted in your room. Any food brought in to a resident’s 
room must comply with food safety guidelines.  All food must be signed into the food   
register at reception. 
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Daily Leave 
Please make sure staff are aware of your outing and that you take your medication for the 
day with you. 
 

Care Staff 
A member of staff is available 24 hours a day (including a Registered Nurse) to assist you 
in all areas of care. A call system is installed in each room. Residents can call for staff      
assistance by pressing any of the Nurse Call buttons in their room or common area. 
 

Vacating Rooms 
If a resident is required to vacate their room it is the responsibility of the resident’s family 
to remove all furniture and personal belongings at the time the move is required.  If    
family are unable to attend to this a fee of $400 will be charged. Families are not to use 
the Ascott Gardens skip bins when cleaning out rooms. Please leave the name tag keys 
and any  other items belonging to UPA in the room. 
 

Permanent Vacation of Rooms 
It would be appreciated if families could vacate rooms as soon as possible. Please  liaise 
with Care Manager or the Accommodation Manager to determine a mutually agreed time 
frame. No personal items to be left in the room. 
 

Temporary Leave Arrangements 
All permanent residents in Aged Care Services are entitled to  take temporary leave. This 
provision ensures that the resident’s place in the Facility is retained until he or she 
returns. All residents are entitled to take up to 52 days of  social leave in any financial 
year.  
Security of Tenure is assured.  
 

Participation in Management 
It is a requirement that residents be provided with the opportunity to participate in the 
management of many aspects of the Service’s operations. With this in mind we hold    
Residents Meetings every month. 
 
On an annual basis Residents are encouraged to participate in strategic planning.           
Suggestions for improvements are welcomed any time. 
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WHAT DOES UPA PROVIDE? 
Fixtures & Fittings 
The following is a list of fixtures and fittings included in the room prior to your occupation.  
Residents undertake to be responsible for any damage to the room or fixtures and fittings  
excluding damage incurred due to normal wear and tear, fire, lightning or storms.  
The resident undertakes not to alter or add to the room in any way. Photos, clocks, pictures, 
etc. can only be hung on the picture rail provided. Nails, screws, adhesive strips  and hooks 
etc. are not allowed to be placed on the walls. 
 

Room Contents 
 
 Floor coverings     Heating / Cooling   Built in Wardrobe 
 Curtains     Smoke Detectors   Dressing Table 
 Light fittings    Sprinkler System   Desk Chair 
 King Single Beds   Bedside drawers   Designer Linen    
 Television 
 
Bathroom Fittings 
 
 Shower 
 Toilet 
 Taps 
 Vanity Unit 
 Grab rails 
 Mirror 
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Service and Amenities 
 
The UPA  shall, at a minimum, make available to you services as prescribed periodically by 
the   Minister of Health and Ageing in a Commonwealth Gazette or by other lawful means 
from time to time. 
 
Services available for all care needs are specified in the Residential Aged Care Agreement        
Schedule A Parts 1, 2 & 3.  
Briefly stated these services include: 
 
 meals and refreshments 
 heavy laundry services 
 where required, assistance 
 - in cleaning of the room 
 - in other necessary room services 
 - with personal laundry 
 Provision of social / activity  

programmes 
 24 hour on-call assistance 
 

INCLUDING: 
 
Provision to any resident who requires it,  
assistance with 
 bathing, showering or personal hygiene 
 toileting 
 dressing or undressing 
 mobility 
 transfer 
 treatments and procedures that are carried out according to the  instructions of a 

health professional or a person responsible for assessing a resident’s personal care 
needs,  including supervision and physical assistance with taking medications and     
ordering and  reordering  medications, subject to requirements of State or Territory 
law. 

 sensory communication or the fitting of sensory communication aids. 
 special diet. 
 provision of rehabilitative support or assistance or access thereto to meet a              

professionally determined therapeutic need. 
 additional assistance during a short-term illness. 
 application of eye drops and similar treatments. 
 provision of emotional support. 
 individual attention and support for people who experience recurrent confusion due to  

factors such as dementia, or who have other cognitive or behavioral disorders. 
 maintaining continence and managing incontinence. 
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Financial Arrangements 

It is highly recommended that you seek financial advice from a professional 
 
A. COMMONWEALTH SUBSIDIES 
Recognising the high cost of operating Residential Aged Care Facilities the Commonwealth 
government pays an operating subsidy. Subsidies of differing amounts apply to all 
residents who have been approved to receive care. 
 
 
B. REFUNDABLE ACCOMMODATION DEPOSIT (RAD): 
At the time of taking up Residency, the UPA seeks a Refundable Accommodation Deposit, 
according to your means, from those who have the capacity to pay.   
The overall purpose of these RADs is to enable providers to progressively improve and 
upgrade facilities. 
 
All prospective Residents will be asked to complete a Combined Income and Assets        
Assessment which you send to Centrelink or the Department of Veterans Affairs 
(depending on which Pension you receive). For further Information, refer to the           
Government Website “My Aged Care”. www.myagedcare.gov.au 
 
A Supported Resident  is a person who at the time of entering the  facility has not owned 
a home for the past two years or more; their partner or dependant child lives in the home 
or a close relation or carer has lived in the home continuously for the past five years and 
is eligible for a Pension or benefit at the time that they enter the Facility. 
 
 
C. ONGOING FEES: 
The basic fee per fortnight for Residents is 85% of the standard Pension. 
Fees are payable in advance by direct debit fortnightly on the days and dates upon which 
the Centrelink Aged Pension payments are made. 
 
For additional services provided by an outside party at the resident’s request and for their 
sole use, an additional charge will be payable by the Resident; eg podiatry and 
hairdressing. Other additional services (at residents’ own cost) can be negotiated on entry 
and throughout your stay. 
 
All residents will require income testing, by Centrelink, (a division of the Commonwealth 
Services Delivery Agent) or Department of Veteran Affairs before entry to the facility. 
 
You may be required to pay an  additional income tested fee depending on income from 
your assets. This will be determined and notified to you by the Department of Social      
Services. 
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Source and Use of Funds 
 
UPA derives its operating funds from various sources i.e. Government subsidies, 
residents’ fees, donations, interest on investments and local fundraising activity by 
voluntary workers. These funds are utilised in UPA’s provision of care and accommodation 
for older people. 
 

Title and Tenure 
 
Residents of UPA have secure tenure within the residential care service and must           
understand their rights and responsibilities.  
Residents / Representatives are provided with information about Security of Tenure as 
part of the admission process and residential agreement signing. 

 
Residents Rights and Responsibilities 
 
 A. Each resident of a residential care service has the right: 
 
 To full and effective use of his or her personal, civil, legal and consumer rights 
 To quality care appropriate to his or her needs 
 To full information about his or her own state of health and about available        

treatments 
 To be treated with dignity and  respect, and to live without exploitation, abuse or        

neglect 
 To live without discrimination or victimisation, and without being obliged to feel 

grateful to those providing his or her care and accommodation 
 To personal privacy 
 To live in a safe, secure and homelike environment, and to move freely both within 

and outside the residential care service without undue restriction 
 To be treated and accepted as an individual, and to have his or her individual              

preferences taken into account and treated with respect 
 To continue his or her cultural and religious practices, and to keep the language of 

his or her choice, without discrimination 
 To select and maintain social and personal relationships with anyone else without 

fear, criticism or restriction 
 To freedom of speech 
 To maintain his or her personal independence 
 To accept personal responsibility for his or her own actions and choices, even though 

these may involve an element of risk, because the resident has the right to accept 
the risk and not to have the risk used as a ground for preventing or restricting his or 
her actions and choices 
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A. Residents rights continued: 
 
 To maintain control over, and to continue making decisions about, the personal     

aspects of his or her daily life, financial affairs and possessions. 
 To be involved in the activities, associations and friendships of his or her choice, 

both within and outside the residential care service 
 To have access to services and activities available generally in the community 
 To be consulted on, and to choose to have input into, decisions about living                       

arrangements of the residential care service 
 To have access to information about his or her rights, care, accommodation and any    

other information that relates to the resident personally 
 To complain and to take action to resolve disputes 
 To have access to advocates and other avenues of redress 
 To be free from reprisal, or a well-founded fear of reprisal, in any form for taking   

action to enforce his or her rights 

 
B. Each resident of a residential care service has the responsibility: 
 To respect the rights and needs of other people within the residential care  service, 

and to respect the needs of the residential care service community as a whole 
 To respect the rights of staff and the proprietor to work in an environment free from  

harassment 
 To care for his or her own health and well-being as far as he or she is capable 
 To inform his or her medical practitioner, as far as he or she is able, about his or her     

relevant medical history and current state of health 
 

Reasons for terminating your Agreement or transferring within the facility 
Every effort will be made to place you where you feel most comfortable and happy.   
However, if for some reason it is necessary to move you from your room, or when a  
transfer to more appropriate type accommodation may be recommended, the Care   
Manager will  discuss this with you and your family. The reasons for terminating the 
agreement and for transfer to a more appropriate accommodation type should be read in 
conjunction with Annexure G   (Page 33 of your Resident and Accommodation          
Agreement.) 
 

Advanced Care Directive (A Living Will) 
UPA encourages all new residents to complete an Advanced Care Directive and obtain an    
Enduring Power of Attorney and Enduring Guardianship document. These should be in 
place on the day of entry into care. 
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Representative 
You may nominate a representative who, whenever available, may be involved in all 
dealings with the UPA as requested by you. 
You and / or your nominated representative will, whenever reasonably possible, be 
invited to participate in all major discussions about your health and welfare. 
 
To ensure all information from the Department of Human Services is received a       
Nominee Form is included in the Admission papers information for families to complete 
and send to the Department. The address is on the back of the form.   
 

 

Resident’s Privacy and Quiet Enjoyment 

The UPA shall respect your basic right to privacy and shall facilitate your quiet enjoyment 
of your room and the communal amenities. 
 

Dispute Resolution 

When living in any form of communal living—disputes may arise. 
 
The UPA Disputes Charter aims to provide residents and management  with the means by 
which disputes can be resolved in an easy, informal and inexpensive way. 
 
The flow chart on the following page indicates the steps you should take when attempting 
to solve any problems you have. UPA Management and the Code of Practice encourage 
you to first discuss the matter with your Facility Manager or Regional Manager. 
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UPA ORANGE DISTRICT 
 

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE FLOWCHART 

RESIDENT 
RELATIVE 

STAFF 
CLIENT 

Regional Manager Janelle Waters 

(02 6362 7820) 

General Manager 

Steve Walkerden 

(02 9487 1338) 

 

Aged Care Complaints Commissioner 

1800 550 552 

Stopline 

1300 304 550  

Care Manager: Margaret Langford-Smith 

(02 6362 2201) 
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Work Health &Safety Act 2011 (WHS Act) 
 

Responsibilities of Residents and their families / friends: 
 
Residents and their families have rights within the aged care facility, but they also have a 
responsibility to ensure that their actions do not put other people at risk. 
 
They are to: 
 take reasonable care to ensure their own safety 
 not wilfully or recklessly interfere with safety equipment in the facility 
 report all injuries immediately to staff 
 co-operate with management to ensure a safe environment 

 
Privacy and Sharing of Personal and Health Information: 
 
The UPA: 
 will not use personal  information of the Resident other than for a purpose 

connected with care and services to be provided to the Resident under the 
Residential Aged Care Service Agreement or for the purpose for which the 
information was provided.    

 will not disclose the information to any other person other than for a purpose 
connected to the Resident’s care by the UPA or by another provider approved under 
the Aged Care Act 1997 to the extent  provided for Residential Aged Care Service 
Agreement (Clause C16 of Schedule 1-5, Page 20 in the Agreement) 

 will implement reasonable security safeguards to protect the information against 
loss or misuse. 

 
Ascott Gardens  is keypad locked but Residents are free to come and go, staff will  assist 
Residents to leave and assist them on return.  
 
Dementia Specific Residents are looked after in a keypad environment but can leave with 
a staff member or family member. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF AGED CARE 
     
The United Protestant Association, (UPA) is an established Christian care         
organisation with a history of quality service and care for all  people. We         
believe that every person has the basic right to live in peace with dignity,        
respect and security. That right does not diminish, irrespective of age.  
 
We welcome people from all religious and cultural backgrounds. We convey 
compassion, kindness, respect and honesty in our work. Our staff and             
volunteers encourage and empower all people to choose their own path.    
Mindful of how we ourselves would like to be treated, we aim to provide a    
caring atmosphere of Christian love and understanding.  
 
When we have failed to live up to our Mission, Values or Philosophy of Care we 
will seek to make amends. 

 

ARE YOU CELEBRATING A RESIDENT’S BIRTHDAY?  
 

Residents are able to have two guests  
free of charge for their Birthday 

 
FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS…….. 

...please speak to the Care Manager  
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WE ARE SORRY! 

 
We love that our residents decorate their rooms with personal items from 
home. 
 
Unfortunately there are a few personal items that we aren’t able to              
accommodate at Ascott Gardens. 
 
For health & safety reasons, please do not bring in pot plants for your room 

or your own electrical heaters, hot water bottles or heat packs. 

We have to use special safety equipment and heat packs that are approved by 

UPA. Please ask us if you are unsure. 
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Please feel free to detach this form 

and return it to our office at any time 

WE SEEK TO PROVIDE CHRISTIAN QUALITY CARE IN ALL OF OUR        
SERVICES.  WE VALUE YOUR  IMPRESSIONS OF US AND ANY 
SUGGESTIONS YOU MIGHT LIKE TO GIVE. 

 
PLEASE TELL US WHAT YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE ABOUT OUR 
SERVICES? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DO YOU HAVE ANY SUGGESTIONS FOR  
IMPROVEMENT ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Please place completed sheets in our  
“3 C’s - Comments, Compliments, Complaints” 

Suggestion Box at the Aged Care Facility. 
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RESIDENTIAL AGED CARE 
Molong District: 

  Prunus Lodge       Bells Lane Molong                                 28 Bed Aged Care Service 

                                   Care Manager: Danny Oakenfull        Phone (02) 6366 8097 

 Day Care Centre:   36 Hill Street Molong 

Orange District: 

Ascott Gardens      83 Spring Street Orange                       62 Bed Aged Care Service  

                                 Care Manager: Margaret Langford-Smith  

      Phone (02) 6362 2201 

  

Community Aged Care Services:  68 Nile Street, Orange    

                         CACS Manager: Janelle Waters  

                Phone (02) 6361 3322 

 

Retirement Villages: Orange And Molong 

Manager:  Leila Oborn Phone (02) 6362 7820 

 Molong Lodge  Bells Lane & Hill Street Molong          22 Self-Care Units 

 

Kooronga Lodge: 35–39 Kooronga Avenue Orange        10 Self-Care Units 

  

Sunset Vista Village:      64 Nile Street Orange                           13 Self-Care Units 

  

Astill Court:      102-110 Autumn Street Orange         36 Self-Care Units 

 

Buena Vista Opportunity Shop:   197 - 199 Peisley Street Orange 

 Managers: Mrs Bev Baker / Irene Dwight 

 Phone: (02) 6361 7884 

The Gallard Centre (Residents’ Community Centre):  79 Nile Street Orange 
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